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Chapter 1

Hyrum
Beginnings

Hyrum Moroni Mecham

arving a living out of Utah’s mountain wilderness was a man’s
work in the 1860s. Hard physical labor was the only way to
clear and plow and plant the land for enough food to feed a
family, but Hyrum1 was up to the task. He was a strapping young man
who didn’t know any other way of life, having been raised on a series
of frontier farms in his youth. Now that he had begun a family of his
own, Hyrum spent every day during the summer coaxing grains,
alfalfa and garden vegetables out of the ground. All winter long,
Hyrum joined the other Wanship men in logging camps on the nearby
mountain slopes, felling large trees and preparing them to float down
the river when it was swollen high with spring snow melt. Logging
provided desirable winter income for local farmers like Hy, who
profited from the demand created by railroad lines expanding through
the territory. Ties were needed almost everywhere in Utah from the
1860s to the 1880s.

C
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Logs jam the river in this nineteenth century
photo of a tie drive.

Cutting and driving ties was hard, adventurous work, demanding
workers spend months in mountain logging camps, where they were
housed in rough bunk houses and ate in a communal dining hall.
Work began at early light and continued until dusk, six days a week,
with Sundays off. The men dressed as best they could against the
cold and snow, with heavy woolen shirts and jackets, dyed bright
colors of red, blue, green or yellow to make them more visible to each
other in the wooded underbrush. Long red woolen socks were drawn
up over their trousers for further protection, and every man wore a
wool cap and gloves.
Hy and his crew spent most of the winter hacking down a great
number of trees, stripping away their branches and chopping them
into tie lengths before stacking them at the river bank in anticipation
of the spring thaw. It was only when the melting snow from the
Wasatch peaks transformed normally lazy streams into brawling,
spitting creeks, that logs could be rushed down the slopes where great
teams of brawny men loaded them on to wagons headed for the
Weber River mills.
Cutters and sawyers formed teams of men wielding cant hooks, who
pushed logs into the roaring river. Hy’s strength and agility came in
handy when breaking up jams along the surging stream, as walking
out onto the bobbing pile was hazardous, requiring sure footed
balance and a cool head to avoid being thrown into the water and
caught between the churning logs. Sometimes the logs were wedged
together so tightly that Hy could walk as far as a mile downstream
without needing his hip boots.
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Hyrum followed the huge logs all the way downstream to Wanship
where they were pulled from the rivers and cut into railroad ties,
lumber for construction and cord wood for fuel. As many as twentyfive sawmills sprang up along the river near Wanship to
accommodate the demand for logs during the railroad’s heyday. 2

Hyrum’s Childhood
Being settled in a stable Mormon community was important to Hy,
whose early childhood was transient and marred by religious
persecutions. He was born in 1842, on a makeshift farm in
Zarahemla, Iowa, where his family had taken refuge from a series of
anti-Mormon mobs in Missouri. At first, the Mecham family’s
prospects in the new church settlement seemed bright, but it wasn’t
long before Joseph Smith consolidated members by asking them to
congregate in Nauvoo, just across the Mississippi. It was in Nauvoo
where Hyrum’s parents, Ephraim3 and Polly,4 became “very good
friends” with the Prophet himself.5
The extended Mecham family was very close, with brothers Ephraim
and Moses6 having married sisters Polly and Elvira Derby.7 The two
families left Nauvoo together in 1846, when the entire population was
driven back across the Mississippi into Iowa by mobs of violent
ruffians. Four-year old Hyrum may have had vague memories of
being loaded onto a wagon with his older brother and sisters,8 Lewis,9
Permelia10 and Emma,11 but he certainly never forgot his hunger as
the family traveled along rough roads by ox team, with very little in
the way of food. The family was so destitute that the only food they
had to eat for several days was a bag of turnips some kind man had
given them along the way. Polly made the turnips somewhat palatable
by seasoning them with salt, pepper and milk.12
The privations continued even as the Mechams headed west to
Council Bluffs, Iowa, where the church was gathering to gain strength
for the final push west to Utah. The Mechams not only lost two
children, baby Ephraim Don Carlos13 and three-year old Sarah Ann,14
but most of their meager possessions were washed away in a flood
that “came just as they were getting settled.”15
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The small Mormon settlement at Zarahemla, Iowa.
The Mechams eventually found a little peace when they moved to a
temporary farm twenty-six miles north of Council Bluffs at Harris
Grove. The farm stood near a clear creek where small fish were found
in such abundance that it was easy for Hyrum to catch them with “a
pin hook fastened with a string to a hazel rod.”16 When he wasn’t
fishing the stream, Hyrum pitched in with farm chores and brining in
the harvest, as the entire family worked toward the goal of being
ready to move west to the Salt Lake Valley as soon as they could.

Hyrum was ten years old when the day finally arrived, big enough to
help Lewis, a teenager by then, pack up the bed rolls, cooking utensils
and trunks, lifting them into the Conestoga wagon while his father
yoked the oxen. Emma kept track of little Mary17 and baby Polly
Celestina18 so their mother could make certain the family’s store of
flour, bacon, coffee and dried meat was properly stowed. The
Mechams joined the Allen Weeks company,19 which left Council
Bluffs for Salt Lake City on 13 July, 1852.
While the adults were kept busy with the rigors of managing their
teams, crossing rivers, and tending to the sick, crossing the plains was
an adventure for young Hyrum, who was transfixed by the colorful
Indians trading buffalo hides for the pioneer’s food stuffs, even if it
meant eating “considerable dried buffalo meant” 20 as the company
made its way over the trail. There were so many of the great beasts
that the wagons were sometimes forced to halt while the herds passed.
The country itself was startling as the scenery changed from
grasslands filled with an “unlimited vastness of sunflowers” 21 to
dramatic and desolate tracks through Wyoming’s rocky mountain
passes.
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The Mecham families found plenty of fertile land in Utah County.

Life in Lehi
It was the middle of October by the time the Weeks Company wagons
rolled down Emigration Canyon and through the streets of Great Salt
Lake City, the last arrivals of the season.22 Those who were not met
by family or friends at the gathering place of Union Square, a few
blocks south of the city’s center, made camp there for the last time
until temporary housing could be found.
New arrivals were encouraged to expand settlement in communities
both north and south of Salt Lake. The Mechams mulled over their
options all winter and after some consideration, decided to farm the
fertile fields of Utah County. As soon as spring weather made travel
possible, the Mechams made their way south over the point of the
mountain to Lehi.23 What they expected to see was a scattering of
farms across the valley; what they found was a town center fortified
against Indian unrest by townsfolk who had moved their log cabins
end-to-end around a center court, where corrals and stables protected
their animals. In addition, an eight-foot adobe wall with a rock
foundation was being constructed around the makeshift fort, allowing
residents to live within its walls while farming their lots farther out in
the settlement.24
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Despite the possibility of Indian attacks, the Mechams were content to
find a place where they could make themselves at home. Hyrum
joined the other children lining the dusty main street in anticipation of
the first-ever Pioneer Day celebration in Lehi’s history, on 24 July,
1854. It began with three violinists leading twelve young men and
twelve young women wearing white, followed by the local militia and
participants carrying banners. The parade ended at the log
schoolhouse where the town continued their celebration under a brush
bowery with lunch, a program and a dance, all in honor of the first
pioneers’ arrival in 1847.25
Ironically, the settlers had more to fear from nature than from the
local natives. By the middle of August, all the joys of summer began
to fade as the first of several devastating insect invasions were set in
motion. Countless winged grasshoppers appeared out of the sky and
settled on crops up and down the Wasatch front, devouring everything
in their path. Fortunately, most of the crops in Lehi had been
harvested, leaving enough food for the winter, and hope of a better
crop the next year. Almost everyone expanded their planting during
the spring of 1855, encouraged by their previous success, and growth
during that summer was good. However, as the weather warmed, the
eggs deposited by the previous invading grasshoppers hatched and
swarmed every field in sight. Every man, woman and child old
enough to walk joined in the effort to destroy as many of the insects
as possible, including raking the “Ironclads” into water-filled ditches
and burning the fields, but little could be done to stem the destruction.
By the middle of June, the fully grown hoppers flew away, leaving
the valley desolated. With little time for replanting, the settlers
uprooted their damaged grains and replaced them with what they
hoped would be enough corn and potatoes to see them through the
coming winter.
As it happened, the winter of 1855-56 was extremely severe with
heavy snows and below-zero temperatures lasting far into the spring.
The meager stores of corn and potatoes soon gave out, forcing
families to forage the countryside to anything edible, including thistle
roots, pig weed and sego bulbs. “It is small wonder that men were
often seen staggering along the streets from sheer weakness,”
according to one historian.26 Hyrum, a young man in the middle of his
teenage years, was no doubt among those who went hungry that
winter.
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Johnston’s Army marched through a deserted
Salt Lake City in June, 1858.

The Church Moves South
Just as the residents of Utah Valley were beginning to recover from
the insect famines, there came another challenge to their
communities. The Saints had been settled in the State of Deseret for
ten years when news of the U. S. government’s latest assault on the
church reached Salt Lake. Fearful of a “Mormon rebellion,” President
Buchannan sent armed troops to Utah with the intention of replacing
Brigham Young with a non-Mormon governor. Young called upon
residents to abandon their homes and fields, and evacuate to towns
south of Salt Lake as the army approached.
As a result of Brigham’s call, thirty-thousand people flooded into
Utah County in 1857. Hyrum was sixteen by then, but still
remembered his family’s exodus across Iowa in the early days, and
the stream of people and their wagons passing through Lehi reminded
him of his own family’s troubles. The Mechams were among the
many families who opened their home to their fellow Mormons as
they marched through. The need for shelter became so great even the
meeting house was filled every night with refugees. Not every
resident could afford to make the move on their own, and the
Mechams may have been among the many families who drove their
wagons to Salt Lake to help transport the less able to temporary
residences in the south. Hyrum was no doubt among the able bodied
men who pitched in to build log cabins and dugouts around Lehi to
house the thousands of people pouring over the point of the mountain
that spring.
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By the time the army marched through a deserted Salt Lake City in
June, 1858, the misunderstandings between the church and
government had been resolved, and most of the displaced people
returned to their farms up north. Life drifted back to normal for the
Mechams, who were more than happy to once again have only their
own crops and cattle to worry about.

Fields and foothills near Wallsburg, Utah.

A New Start in Wallsburg
Word of lush forage in the Heber and Round Valleys on the other side
of the mountains reached Lehi’s residents around 1860. The high
valleys of Wasatch County, with their severe winters and short
growing seasons, had for some years been considered uninhabitable,
but as the population grew in the lower basin, adventurous families
like the Mechams considered settling in the new town of Wallsburg,
located in the center of pastoral Round Valley.
A fort was constructed in a cove at the head of Spring Creek and a
town site platted in 1862. Hyrum was twenty years old when his
parents settled their family in Wallsburg,27 one of the two dozen
families who huddled together in one-room, dirt-roofed homes.
Pioneering in the high mountain valleys meant a daily struggle to
survive and the new town members not only farmed on a cooperative
basis, but found strength and camaraderie in the social and religious
gatherings held at the rough log meeting house in the center of the
fort.28 Everyone depended on each other and all of the families
became close through their common challenges. Among the
Mechams’ friends in Wallsburg were the William E. Nuttall and
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Francis Kerby families. Brother Nuttall presided as bishop in
Wallsburg until 1886, when Francis Kerby succeeded him.29 Hyrum
would later become involved by marriage with both the Nuttall and
Kerby families, but for the time being, after spending his life tending
his father’s crops and animals, he was only concerned with setting up
a spread of his own.
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Chapter 2

Sarah
From England to the Frontier

Sarah Ann (Stevens) Mecham
he Salt Lake Valley didn’t look much like what eleven-year
old Sarah Ann30 expected when the Stevens’ family wagon
finally reached the summit of Parley’s Peak in 1860. Even
though the burgeoning city itself had blossomed out of the desert dust
from a meager pioneer encampment thirteen years earlier, there was
decided lack of greenery gracing the mountain slopes and only a few
trees lining the wide city streets. “Nowhere could be seen any of those
simple embellishments that cost so little and mean so much—the
cultivated garden plat, the row of shade trees, the rose-bush at the
doorway, or the trellised creeper at the porch,” according to period
historian Hubert Bancroft,31 a particularly vexing observation to a
young girl who was accustomed to the lush landscapes of England.

T

Sarah Ann had spent her childhood in the beautiful, green countryside
of Somerset County, in the village of Durleigh, where she and her
brother Will32 were born,33 and later Enmore, where Ellen,34 Simon35
and Emeline36 were added to the family. Both of these pastoral
villages were on the outskirts of Bridgwater, a market town at the
edge of heavy woods along the River Parrett, one hundred and fifty
miles and a world away from London.
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St. Hugh’s church in Durleigh, Somerset.
Sarah Ann’s father William37 supported his family with blacksmithing
skills38 and by selling fruit he raised in his own orchards.39 Some of
the fruit was sold in the Bridgewater market, a lovely covered
building opened every Tuesday and Saturday, where Sarah Ann,
accompanied her mother, Emma,40 and older sister, Jane,41 could buy
a wide variety of provisions in addition to the delicious local cheese.
The market building was a short walk down wide, well-paved streets,
a beautiful stone structure topped by a dome and surrounded by white
columns. Bridgwater was a comparatively sophisticated place, a trade
town with over a hundred ships in port at any one time, some coming
from as far as Russia, the West Indies and America.42
Goods from the far corners of the world were not the only imports to
Bridgwater in the mid-1850s. The same ships brining timber, grain,
coal and wine in their holds also carried missionaries from the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and with them the message of the
restored gospel. The Elders could be heard preaching several times a
day at various points around town, and eventually Sarah’s father
stopped to listen. He was immediately struck not only by the ring of
truth in the missionaries’ orations, but by the spiritual confirmation he
felt in his heart. He was baptized in August, 1855. Nine-year old
Sarah and her mother followed him into membership in May, 1856.43
Within a year of their conversion, William announced that it was time
to leave England forever. The Stevens sold their fine home, orchard
and furniture44 and boarded the Great Western railway at the
Bridgewater station. They travelled to the Liverpool docks where
William booked passage on the good ship Wellfleet45 with other LDS
immigrants whose eyes were fixed on Zion. Boarding the ship with
their parents were Jane, thirteen, Sarah Ann, nine, Willie, seven,
Ellen, five, two-year old Simon and baby Emeline, who had born two
months earlier.46
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Along the river in Bridgewater, Somerset, England.

Voyage to America
The Wellfleet, under the steady hand of Captain Westcost, departed
Liverpool on the last day of May, 1856. Bound for the port of Boston
were one hundred and forty six members of the church shepherded by
Elder John Aubre. The Saints were divided into seven wards, each
directed by a president. Housekeeping assignments were made among
the wards, which were carried out every morning before a 7 a.m.
prayer meeting held in the berths. Prayer meetings were held on deck
several times, as well as sing and dancing to help the passengers pass
their time more pleasantly.
The journey was a calm one, with the exception of a severe storm that
terrified Sarah and many of the other passengers, with waves so high
they were described as looking like mountains. “The loosened [sail]
canvas would be caught by the howling wind and snapped with a
report like that of a gun while the ship rolled from side to side and the
spray came flying over the bulwarks,” wrote a fellow passenger.47
Everything not fastened down was thrown about the decks as the ship
rocked to and fro. “The vessel give a reel like a drunken man trying to
stand on his feet. The kettles, pots and pans was all thrown together,”
wrote another passenger.48 The storm lasted several days, but once it
passed, the Wellfleet experienced smooth sailing until her arrival in
New York, where the emigrants were transported by steamboat to the
entry station at Castle Garden.
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The LDS emigrants were met in New York City by a representative
of John Taylor, who was responsible for assisting new arrivals
navigate the medical and legal requirements for entry. He also
arranged rail transportation to Midwestern trail heads where the
emigrants joined wagon trains headed for Salt Lake City. For families
who were financially unable to continue the journey, Taylor assisted
them in finding housing and employment.49 The Stevens were among
those who lacked funds for rail passage west. Where the family lived
or how they supported themselves for the next four years is unknown,
but they likely remained in the New York City area as members of the
local church branch while William earned enough cash for
expenses.50

Crossing the Plains
The Stevens family finally scraped together enough money for their
final push west by the spring of 1860. They made their way by train
to Florence, Nebraska, where William struck a deal for a sturdy
wagon and filled it with enough provisions for the twelve-week drive
that lay ahead of them. The Steven’s wagon was one of fourteen
making up the Franklin Brown Company, which pulled out of
Florence with the crack of a whip on 9 June, 1860.51
Sarah Ann was thirteen years old by then, experienced enough to help
seventeen-year old Jane prepare three meals a day over an open camp
fire while keeping an eye on the younger children. These duties
became exclusively the responsibility of Sarah and Jane two weeks
out on the trail when their mother gave birth to Theopholius52 on 27
June.53 “Started on our journey, but had not proceeded far when we
were requested to camp as a little stranger was about to be ushered
into the world,” wrote company member Charles R. Savage of Theo’s
birth. 54
Other than Theopholius’ birth, the long walk over the trail was
unremarkable, accompanied by the usual rough roads, sudden rain
storms and swarms of mosquitoes descending on the travelers,
especially along the many river banks. The entire company was
excited when Chimney Rock came into view over the Nebraska
plains, and everyone was especially interested in the “considerable
number of buffalo and antelopes” along the trail.
By the time the Brown Company rolled through Utah’s Echo Canyon
in late-August, everyone was tired and anxious to end their long
journey. The Stevens could not help but notice the lush valleys and
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attractive towns which had been settled east of Salt Lake City and
may have been among those who elected to divide from the main
company, turning north towards Weber Canyon instead of continuing
on into the city. 55

Settling in Wanship
Whether the Stevens family settled in Wanship right way or were
assigned to pioneer the area after their arrival in Salt Lake City,
William, Emma and their five children56 were living in the small
village by the time Isaac was born, in January, 1863.57

Wanship, a small town tucked away in the mountains at the junction
of Silver Creek and the Weber River, started out in 1860 like most
other Mormon towns in early Utah: an assortment of rustic log cabins
with an occasional dugout, housing mostly English immigrants who
turned their hand to farming and raising up their children in the
gospel. Cultivating crops was a challenge with the high elevation and
short growing season of Summit County, where frost was recorded in
every month for some years.58 The first crops of wheat were poor,
but wild hay and garden vegetables saw the settlers through the first
winter,59 until it was discovered that quick-growing crops of barley
and rye were more suited to the area. Even processing the crops was
difficult as the grains had to be thrashed by hand, then hauled to the
nearest mill in Salt Lake City. 60
While her father and brother Will spent their days working in the
fields and raising stock, Sarah worked by the side of her mother,
helping run the household and care for the four younger children. By
the time her mother gave birth to little Abigail61on 9 November,
1865,62 Sarah was not only an accomplished homemaker in every
way, but was ready to start a family of her own. She had set her cap
for a handsome young man from Wallsburg by the name of Hyrum
Mecham.
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Chapter 3

Hyrum and Sarah
Raising a Family

One of Wanship’s productive fields of grain.

S

arah was a beautiful young woman who captivated Hyrum with
her dark hair and pale English complexion the moment he saw
her. Hyrum had somehow received permission from Sarah’s
father to marry, even though she was only eighteen years old at the
time, but Hy cut quite a figure at a husky 6’ 2” and there was no
question he would be able to support a family.63 He was a proud
man,64 full of confidence in both himself and his future.
It may have been business that first took Hyrum to Wanship, thirtyeight miles north of Wallsburg, or he may have moved there in the
mid-1860s to claim some land of his own. Whatever brought him to
Wanship, it was Sarah who kept him there. Hy built a log cabin not
far from Sarah’s family65 soon after they were married on 24
November, 1865,66 putting a good number of acres under the plow
with crops of barley, wheat and alfalfa.
The first of their ten children arrived a little less than a year later on 3
October, 1866. They named their son Hyrum Smith Mecham.67
Another son, Ephraim,68 followed 26 September, 1867. Sarah
delivered both of her babies during the height of Indian unrest along
the Weber River, and nervously watched as other families in the
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valley gathered nearby for protection at G. G. Snyder’s Wanship
ranch. Hyrum was among the men who formed a militia and took
turns standing lookout on the surrounding peaks to alter residents of
any danger from either the Indians or a pair of criminals who had
escaped into the valley in 1867. Local constable James Hixson caught
up with the outlaws, holding them in is Wanship cabin overnight as
there was no jail. “The criminals were given the bedroom while the
family stayed in the kitchen for the night. Although the family spent a
nervous and uncomfortable night, the criminals gave no trouble and
returned peaceable to Salt Lake City with the constable,” according to
historian Marie Ross Peterson.69 Eventually the Indian trouble
subsided, allowing families to return to their farms along the river,
although a handful of people purchased lots from Snyder and
remained at what became the center of town.

Prosperity in Wanship
Wanship may have started out as a quiet farming community, but it
quickly grew to accommodate the increasing numbers of travelers
passing through on their way to the Salt Lake Valley. Supply camps
and way stations for the thousands of wagon train immigrants were
organized just outside of town, and Kimball’s Stage Station opened
along the main road in 1862, providing food, lodging and a change of
horses for coaches running between Salt Lake and Park City. By
1866, Wanship had become Summit County’s first seat, where local
government was directed from a log cabin courthouse in the middle of
town. When two railroad lines were built through Wanship in the
1870s, the town took on the role of shipping hub for local lumber,
Park City silver and coal from Coalville, creating enough business to
support four general stores, two blacksmith shops, one dressmaking
shop, three millinery shops, several livery stables, and a hotel.70
Hyrum took advantage of the booming economy however he could,
including establishing title to land on the south side of the Weber
River near Boulderville.71 He also worked several parcels in Weber
canyon72 and occasionally hauled loads of materials and produce to
neighboring communities with his wagon and team.73 He continued to
work the timber drives every season and even tried his hand at
tanning leather.74
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A construction crew working in
Summit County during the 1890s.

The number of Mecham family members increased along with their
prosperity. Sarah gave birth to six children during the next seventeen
years: Charles (1869),75 Polly (1872),76 Eliza (1874),77 Warren
(1875),78 Franklin (1876),79Lewis (1878)80and Thomas (1882).81
Sarah managed her large and boisterous household with a calm, firm
hand, her loving directions delivered with a hint of an English accent.
“She was a very kind, sweet person, although Hyrum could get riled,”
granddaughter Toni Davies82 was told by her father Warren.83
Sarah was among the mothers of Wanship who made sure her
children were educated at the log schoolhouse, where basic skills
were taught up to graduation in the eighth grade. Many social events
also took place in the school house, including the children’s dances
held on holidays, when a barrel of candy was donated by one of
Wanship’s stores. Everyone’s favorite moment at these affairs came
when the candy was tossed high into the air and children “scrambled
madly” to collect handfuls of wax paper-wrapped taffy in their
pockets and pinafores.84
Both adults and children took any anniversary or birthday as an
excuse for an at-home surprise party where the carpet was taken up
and “dancing indulged in until midnight or past. The dancing might
be interspersed with singing, all present joining in.” The most popular
events included square dances accompanied by whatever instruments
were available, including a banjo, organ, guitar and violin.
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After a few years of prosperity, store owner E. R. Young transformed
the upper story of his store into what many considered to be “the
finest dance hall in Utah, outside of Salt Lake City.”85 A stage was
also installed where local talent appeared in minstrel shows and
theatrical productions. Orchestras were occasionally brought over
from neighboring towns. For one stellar event an “all-girl” orchestra
known as the “Three West Sisters” from Ogden was booked. 86
The entire town turned out in 1879 to celebrate the completion of dual
spur railroad lines constructed through Wanship by the Union Pacific
and Utah Central Railroads. Many local men, perhaps Hyrum among
them, had found work laying the track, paid by the number of ties laid
in a day. The festivities included a race between the Utah Central’s
engine, nicknamed “The Dinky,” and the Union Pacific train in which
everyone was offered a free ride to Park City. There was standing
room only all the way to the mining settlement, where the losing train
was pushed into town by the crowd. 87

Passengers travel over Devil’s Gate Bridge in 1880.
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The Mecham’s two-story log home in Oakley.

Moving to Oakley
It seemed the general prosperity and progress in Wanship would
continue forever, but the economy eventually took a downturn when
rail traffic bypassed the town altogether in favor of more direct
routes. Gradually a number of families abandoned their homes for
better opportunities elsewhere. Sarah’s parents had found greener
pastures fifteen years earlier in the new settlement of Oakley, ten
miles to the south, encouraging their grown children to join them.
Over the years, Sarah’s siblings Will, Percival, Isaac and Emeline and
their families had established farms in Oakley, where there was
enough good pasturage and soil to provide a comfortable living,
despite the harsher winters.

Hyrum and Sarah finally decided to try their luck in Oakley around
1883, and purchased the Steven’s old home, the first cabin built in the
settlement.88 The home was considerably larger than most log houses
of the time, with two upstairs bedrooms, a kitchen and main room
downstairs, all built atop a solid stone basement.89 The house was
located on a lovely lot close to the rushing Weber River with a view
of the mountain peaks to the east90 and plenty of surrounding pasture.
Hyrum continued to farm and ranch like most other men in the valley,
mining whenever he was able, and signing up for the seasonal timber
cutting in the colder months. All of this strenuous outdoor work put
Hyrum in top physical condition. He was noted for having “beautiful
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posture”91 and a vigorous constitution. Grandson Marlow Mecham92
recalled Hyrum demonstrating his strength at a general store in
nearby Kamas. “The merchant had a two hundred pound bag of flour
laying there on the floor with a sign that said anyone who could pick
it up could have it. That was when money was pretty scarce, so
Grandfather went in there one day, called the merchant by name and
said, ‘I hear you’ve got a bag of flour you want to give away.’ The
merchant said, ‘Yes, it’s right back there, Hy.’ He went back there,
put it on his shoulder and walked out with it.”93
There were eight children in the family by the time the Mechams
moved to Oakley,94 ranging in age from sixteen years to one year old.
Once they had graduated from school, Hyrum Jr., Ephraim and
Charles worked full time in the fields with their father, while Eliza,
Warren, Franklin, and Lewis continued to attend classes in the oneroom log schoolhouse on the nearby Warren Frazier farm. The
curriculum was limited, as were the textbooks, which included a
primer, a spelling book and the Bible. Pencils and slates were used for
individual written work while students sat on rough lumber seats.
Children caught drawing on their slates were punished by being
forced to stand in the corner. Each student was required to
demonstrate their knowledge at the crude wall-mounted blackboard
with bits of stubby chalk and erasers sheepskin wrapped blocks of
wood. When it came time for the children to recite their lessons, the
teacher often had them “toe the line” by standing with the tips of their
shoes along a mark he made in the front of the classroom.
Families took turns boarding the teacher to help offset tuition costs,
and were required to supply wood for the potbellied stove. Most of
the students walked to school in good weather, parents were required
to furnish transportation in the way of horseback, buggy or sleigh
when the temperature dropped.95
When the Oakley school burned down in 1894, classes were moved to
the new recreation hall Will Stevens had built. The room was divided
in two with the aid of a large curtain hung between the stage on the
east end and the central hall. The curtain was purchased with funds
raised by the Lincoln Society club, which held a mock trial and
bazaar to benefit the school. Desks, purchased at $3.90 cents each in
Park City, replaced the rough-hewn log seats.96
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Hyrum poses with his sons. Standing, left to right: Charles, Warren,
Franklin, Lewis. Seated: Ephraim, Hyrum Moroni, Hyrum Smith.

Sarah’s Death
Sarah gave birth to her last child a year after settling into their new
home.97 With the arrival of little Marion,98 the Mecham household
boasted eight sons. As the only surviving daughter, Eliza might have
felt left out in another family, but after the death of six-year old Polly
in 1871, she was especially treasured by her mother. Her brothers
enjoyed joking about the family’s composition. “When people asked
how many were in the family they said, ‘There were eight of us and
every one of us had a sister,” said Warren’s daughter, Toni.99
Sarah remained active and healthy after Marion’s birth. After all, she
was still young at the age of thirty-seven, and counted on many more
years of enjoying her children and running her household. She was
skilled at treating the minor accidents and illnesses that were part of
any family, but by 1886, Sarah found herself battling a health crisis
she was powerless to overcome. Unable to obtain advanced medical
treatment for her breast cancer, Sarah could only watch as the tumors
quickly spread through her entire body. 100 She became deathly ill,
but country doctors of the day could only offer rudimentary pain
medication, and nothing in the way of cure, either for the tumors
themselves or the secondary complications which accompanied the
disease, such as infections. The only thing the Relief Society sisters
could do was visit with hot meals for the family, and turn Sarah with
sheets to help prevent bedsores. 101
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As Sarah neared death, she felt close to family members who had
gone on before her. Just before she died, Sarah called the family to
her bedside. “She told them three people from the other side of the
veil had come to guide her home and she had to go with them,”
according to Toni. “She told them what would happen to the family,
that they would scatter throughout the country, which they did. Some
of them went into the Uintah basin, some of them went into Oregon,
some of them went into Canada. Then she told her husband, ‘You will
marry again, have one son and then your wife will die.’ Everything
she told them came to pass.”102
Sarah passed away quietly two days after the new year of 1887, at the
age of forty.103 The same neighbors and friends who had tended to
her during her illness now gathered at the Mecham home to wash and
dress her body for burial. They arranged to sit with the body,
changing out the cold packs preventing discoloring before the funeral,
which was held in the Oakley meeting house. Family and friends
followed behind the hearse all the way to Wanship’s cemetery where
Sarah was buried. The cemetery was only ten miles north of Oakley,
but the road seemed longer than usual as Hyrum drove his children to
the grave side service.
The family was devastated by Sarah Ann’s death. Hyrum, at the age
of forty-five, was left with six children under the age of eighteen.
Warren, who had recently turned twelve, was particularly distraught.
He recalled receiving spiritual comfort from his mother not long after
her death when he was feeding the oxen one night in the barn. As he
turned to leave the barn, he saw his mother standing in the doorway.
“She was all dressed in white, but she wasn’t touching the ground,
and she was watching him,” said Toni. “She walked, but she walked
slowly and went the whole length of the barn. When she got to the
one corner of the barn she stood there and looked at him for a few
seconds and then she just disappeared. Daddy said he went into the
house and he must have been as white as a ghost. His father said to
him, ‘Warren, what’s the matter?’ He just said, ‘Nothing.’ He said all
his life he was sorry about not telling his father about seeing his
mother because his father had lots of spiritual experiences. If Daddy
had told him, his father would have been able to tell him why his
mother had come back, but he never knew why she had come back to
him.”104
With their mother gone, everyone in family had to contribute however
they could. Eliza, who was only thirteen years old, was suddenly in
charge of cooking and cleaning for her eight brothers. She also
assumed mothering duties for the younger boys: Warren, eleven;
Franklin, ten; Lewis, eight; Thomas, four, and two-year old and
Marion.105
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Hyrum and his older sons tied to keep up with the hard labor of
farming their scattered sections of land, but the extended properties
eventually became too difficult to manage, forcing Hyrum to sell his
acreage in Boulderville later that year.106 Hyrum may have been
trying to prove up on a homesteading claim in Boulderville, which
would have required his living on the land at least several nights
every few months.107 Road conditions may have also played a played
a part in not proving up, as travel was quite difficult. Most roads were
little more than rocky cow trails through the sage dotted landscape,
rough and dusty when dry and almost impassible in the rain. “In the
spring when the ground thawed, the mud would be so deep the
wagons would sink in to the hubs, horses would go into their knees,
and we would almost do the same,” said May Gibson.108
The family’s financial situation became so precarious that eventually
Hyrum Jr., Ephraim, Charles and even Warren, who was forced to
leave school, all joined the timber crews in the nearby mountain
logging camps. The family was so destitute Warren arrived at the
camp without shoes, his feet wrapped in nothing more than rough
burlap bags.109

Sarah’s grave in the Wanship cemetery.
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Chapter 4

Hyrum and Louisa
A Second Family

Lousia Jane (Kerby) Nuttall Mecham

t wasn’t easy, but Hyrum focused on raising his children without
a companion, relying heavily on Eliza’s help in running the
household. The three older boys had all left home by 1893, when
Eliza herself married and began a family of her own. Warren, Frank
and Lewis set out to make their way in the world soon afterwards,
leaving only fourteen-year old Thomas and twelve-year old Marion at
home.

I

Meanwhile, Hyrum traveled frequently between Oakley and
Wallsburg to check on his aging parents, often visiting with his old
friends who still lived in the area. He was well acquainted with the
Kerby family, settlers who had come to Round Valley around the
same time his own family put down roots there. Francis110 and Marie
Kerby,111 former residents of Jersey in the Channel Islands, had
immigrated to Salt Lake City in 1860, where their daughter Louisa112
was born four years later.
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Oakley’s church reflected in the mill pond.

The Kerbys answered the church’s call to help open Round Valley to
settlement soon after Louisa’s birth. This was no doubt a daunting
prospect since the Kerbys were city people “who knew little of
farming and less about getting logs for building,” according to their
granddaughter Elsie Simmons.113 Nevertheless, they purchased
twenty acres of land and built a frame house, the first home in
Wallsburg to have a wood floor and shingled roof. The Kerbys were
also the first family in town to have a cast iron stove, making it easier
for Marie to cook for her seven children.114
Louisa’s three older brothers and three older sisters took her under
their wing as she grew up, accompanying her and little sister Isabel115
to church and school at the log cabin in the center of town. By the
time Louisa graduated from grammar school at the age of sixteen, she
was a lovely young woman who was ready to run her own household.
She eventually caught the eye of William G. Nuttall, 116 who took
Louisa as his second polygamous wife in the fall of 1882.117 William
and his first wife, Juliet,118 had been married eleven years by then,119
with five children ranging in age from one to seven years old.120
Louisa enjoyed a prosperous life with William, who owned a saw mill
in nearby Strawberry Valley, where he also summered his herds of
cattle. Louisa gave William two sons: William Walter, 121 who only
lived one month, and John,122 born in 1886. Their relationship had
soured to the point of divorce some time before 1896, possibly due to
William’s long absences in attending to his affairs in Strawberry
Valley, or more likely because of the difficulties of living in a dual
household. Louisa was tired of a husband whose attentions were
divided at best.
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Hyrum struck up a romantic relationship with Louisa during his visits
to Wallsburg over the winter of 1896. Louisa was ready to settle into
a comfortable family situation with a good father for eleven-year old
John, even if she was twenty-two years her future husband’s junior.
She happily accepted Hyrum’s proposal of marriage and the pair
married on the first day of April, 1897.123
Louisa managed the household for Hyrum’s youngest boys, Thomas
and Marion, and a year later added a son to the family with the birth
of Herschell Robert Mecham,124 born 7 May, 1898, at her parent’s
home in Wallsburg. Sadly, only five months after Herschell’s birth,
Louisa died at the age of thirty-four on 24 October, 1898 in Kamas.125
Hyrum buried his wife in the Wallsburg Cemetery, marking her grave
with a white stone featuring a pair of clasped hands and trimmed with
garlands of flowers.
Hyrum was a widower once again. At the age of fifty-six, he felt
unable to care for either of Louisa’s sons. Hyrum’s first cousin,
Brigham Mecham,126 who was married to Louisa’s older sister,
Harriet,127 agreed to raise Herschell as one of their own children.128
John was probably taken in by other relatives until he was of age.129

Louisa’s grave in the Wallsburg cemetery.
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The Final Frontier
Hyrum never married again, content to operate his ranch and farm as
he had always done, assisted by Thomas and Marion. By 1900,
Hyrum was once again living alone in his Oakley home.130 At the age
of sixty-six, Hyrum had spent most of years living a traditional life in
small, rustic towns, but his was a time of remarkable technological
changes. He was witness to most of them when he travelled to the
Salt Lake Temple on a regular basis, where he served for several
years as an ordinance worker. Where once Main Street was ankledeep in dust, the newly paved road was now crisscrossed by electric
trolley tracks and telephone lines were strung through the center of
town. The temple itself had replaced its old gas lights with electric
power, but Hyrum wasn’t a bit surprised. “He was a very spiritual and
visionary man,” said Toni. “He used to tell Daddy about automobiles
and airplanes before they were invented, and that there would be a
war fought with those planes. Everything he predicted came about.
Daddy laughed at him and asked, ‘How are they going to stay up in
the sky?’ He said, I don’t know but you’re going to live to see it. It
was all shown to me in the temple.’”131
When the government opened up Duchesne County’s Indian
reservation lands to white settlement in 1908, Hyrum took note as
Ephraim, Hyrum Jr. and Charlie filed homesteading claims with their
families in the Lake Fork area. Warren laid claim to property in
nearby Mountain Home the next spring, inviting Hyrum to join his
family in settling Utah’s last frontier. Although he was not physically
able to do the heavy work of homesteading, Hyrum was anxious to be
near his sons and looked forward once again to living in the mountain
wilderness.
Hyrum’s health faded as he approached his seventy-fifth birthday,
although he still enjoyed doing a little work in his garden. Early on
the morning of 14 March, 1917, he rose as usual and prepared for the
day, but at 9 a.m. he suffered a paralytic stroke and died.132 He was
seventy-four years old. His body was taken to the Wanship cemetery
where he was buried next to Sarah on 22 March, 1917.
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Hyrum is buried next to his first wife Sarah in the Wanship cemetery.
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